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Abstract
The goal of this paper is to prove that, if R is a commutative ring containing a (non-zero)
finitely generated maximal ideal M containing its annihilator, such that every unit of R=M lifts
to a unit of R, then the category of reachable systems over R is “wild” in the sense of classical
representation theory. From this it follows that a canonical form for a reachable system over a
PID is not likely to be found. More specifically, canonical forms are unlikely to be found for
systems over Z and kTT U, when k is a field. © 2001 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
AMS classification: 93B25; 16G60
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1. Introduction
Let R be a commutative ring. By a linear system over R is meant a pair .A;B/
where A 2 Matnn.R/ and B 2 Matnm.R/ for some positive integers m and n.
We can view B as a homomorphism R.m/ ! R.n/ (free module of rank m to free
module of rank n), and A as a homomorphism R.n/ ! R.n/ (free module of rank
n to itself). The system is said to be reachable (or controllable) if and only if the
matrix TB;AB; : : : ; An−1BU is right invertible, that is, the columns of this matrix
span R.n/. For many problems in the control of linear systems (for example, the pole
placement problem), to prove results for arbitrary reachable systems, one is allowed
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to perform certain operations on the system .A;B/. These operations give rise to the
feedback group, which acts on a system .A;B/ as follows: .A;B/ 7! .QAQ−1 C
QBF;QBP/, where P 2 GLm.R/, Q 2 GLn.R/, and F 2 Matmn.R/. (The ma-
trix F produces the “feedback”, while the invertible matrices P and Q represent
change of bases in the “input space” R.m/ and the “state space” R.n/, respectively.)
One easily checks that reachability of a linear system is preserved by the action of
the feedback group.
The question arises as to whether or not the equivalence classes (orbits under
the action of the feedback group) can be characterized by “invariants”. That is, can
all reachable systems be reduced to some easily described “canonical form” such
that two systems yield the same canonical form if and only if they are feedback
equivalent? For R a field, such a canonical form was given by Brunovsky [4], among
others. For the ring Z of integers, for kTXU, the polynomial ring in one variable over a
field k, or for an arbitrary PID, the problem is an open one. In [5], the issue was settled
in the affirmative for n D 2, and for general n, provided B has a particularly nice
form. In [2], it was shown that every reachable system over a PID can be replaced
by (a not necessarily equivalent) one having a very nice form, which was then used
to solve a problem about dynamic pole placement over PIDs. This was called an
“almost canonical form” in [3], where the problem of the existence of a canonical
form for reachable systems over PIDs was explicitly raised. In the current paper, we
show that, for most PIDs, if this question were to have an affirmative answer, then
a well-known problem in representation theory would also be solvable. Since this
latter problem is known to be wild, and hence unlikely to be solvable, it follows that
a canonical form for a reachable system over a PID is unlikely to be found.
Let khX;Y i be the free (non-commutative) algebra on two symbols X;Y over
the field k, and let mod khX;Y i denote the category consisting of those left
khX;Y i-modules which are finite-dimensional as vector spaces over k. (For a general
reference on categories and functors, see [6].) The category mod khX;Y i is the pro-
totypical wild category in the following sense: for every finitely generated k-algebra
R, there is a full exact k-linear embedding FR of mod R (the category of all finite-
dimensional R-modules) into mod khX;Y i [1]. “Full” means that the functor FR is
surjective on homomorphism groups; “embedding” means that it is injective; k-linear
means that it is a k-linear transformation on homomorphism groups; and “exact”
means that it preserves exact sequences. Thus, the module category mod khX;Y i
essentially contains a copy of the module category mod R, including whatever
module structure is determined by the homomorphism groups. This means that, if
we knew some easily described canonical form for all finite-dimensional khX;Y i-
modules, this same canonical form would describe all finite-dimensional modules
over all finitely generated k-algebras, a seemingly impossible task. (For example,
if R happens to be a finite-dimensional k-algebra, then the functor FR maps the
endomorphism ring homR.R;R/  R isomorphically onto the endomorphism ring
homkhX;Y i.FR.R/;FR.R//. Thus, every finite-dimensional k-algebra occurs as the
endomorphism ring of some finite-dimensional khX;Y i-module.)
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Because we are dealing with linear systems, which are pairs of matrices, we shall
find it convenient to work with a different category, but one which is equivalent to
mod khX;Y i. Let P.k/ denote the category whose objects consist of pairs of square
matrices .M;N/ over the field k, both of the same size, where a morphism from
.M;N/ to .M 0; N 0/ is a matrix Q over k, of the appropriate size, such that Q  M D
M 0  Q and Q  N D N 0  Q. One easily checks that this is an additive category: there
is a zero object (the pair of “empty matrices”); the set of morphisms between any pair
of objects forms an abelian group (addition of matrices); and each pair of objects has
a direct sum in the category (pair of direct sums of matrices). There is a category
equivalence G from P.k/ to mod khX;Y i; that is, G is a full, k-linear embedding
of P.k/ into mod khX;Y i, such that each module in mod khX;Y i is isomorphic to
G.M;N/ for some object .M;N/ in P.k/. The functor is easy to define: given a
pair of matrices .M;N/, where M and N are n  n matrices, let G.M;N/ be the
khX;Y i-module whose underlying vector space is k.n/, and where multiplication by
X and Y is given by multiplication by M and N, respectively. Similarly, if Q is a
morphism from .M;N/ to .M 0; N 0/ in P.k/, then let G.Q/ be multiplication by
Q from G.M;N/ to G.M 0; N 0/; the fact that Q  M D M 0  Q and Q  N D N 0  Q
means that multiplication by Q commutes with the action of X and Y, so that G.Q/
is indeed a khX;Y i-homomorphism. Clearly, G is an additive functor which is a
k-linear isomorphism on morphism groups, and it is also easy to see that each finite-
dimensional khX;Y i-module is isomorphic to G.M;N/, where M and N are the
matrix actions of X and Y, respectively, after choosing a k-basis for the module.
Thus, the category P.k/ of pairs of square matrices over the field k is equivalent,
in the strongest possible sense, to the category mod khX;Y i of finite-dimensional
khX;Y i-modules, so that any canonical form for matrix pairs in P.k/ would translate
directly to a canonical form for modules in mod khX;Y i. This makes P.k/ into a
prototypical wild category as well. Therefore, we shall say the additive category
C is wild (with respect to the field k) if there is a full subcategory W of C and a
representation equivalence F from W into P.k/. “Full subcategory” means that, for
each pair of objects M and N in W, every morphism from M to N in C is also a
morphism in W. The additive functor F is called a “representation equivalence” if it
satisfies all three of the following conditions:
(1) F is dense: F maps onto all isomorphism classes in P.k/.
(2) F is faithful: M D N if and only if F.M/ D F.N/.
(3) F is full: F is a surjection on morphism groups.
Thus, encoded in W we find not only all of the isomorphism classes in P.k/, but
also (after reducing the morphism groups in W modulo suitable kernels) all of the
morphism structure of P.k/ as well. Therefore, any canonical form for isomorphism
classes of objects in C would pass to the full subcategory W and then translate (via
F) to a canonical form for matrix pairs in P.k/.
In our wildness proof, we shall find it convenient to restrict our attention to in-
vertible matrices. Therefore, we reformulate our test for wildness one more time. Let
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P0.k/ denote the full subcategory of P.k/ whose objects consist of pairs .M;N/ in
which det M D det N D 1. Although the category P0.k/ appears to be smaller than
the category P.k/, in fact one can embed the latter in the former.
2. Main results
Theorem 1. There is a full subcategory P1.k/ of P0.k/ and a representation equiv-
alence G from P1.k/ into P.k/.
Proof. Given an object .M;N/ in P.k/, where M and N are n  n (not necessarily
















where I is the n  n identity matrix and 0 is the n  n zero matrix. Clearly,
.CM;N ;DM;N / is an object in P0.k/, and we let P1.k/ be the full subcategory of
P0.k/ consisting of all such objects .CM;N ;DM;N / and the full morphism groups
between each pair of such objects.
Given a pair of objects .CM;N ;DM;N / and .CM 0;N 0 ;DM 0;N 0 / in P1.k/, a mor-
phism from .CM;N ;DM;N / to .CM 0;N 0 ;DM 0;N 0/ is a matrix Q of the appropriate size
such that
Q  CM;N D CM 0;N 0  Q and Q  DM;N D DM 0;N 0  Q: (2.1)









for matrices Q1, Q2, and Q3 of the appropriate size, and
Q1  M D M 0  Q1; Q1  N D N 0  Q1 and Q2  M D N 0  Q2: (2.3)
This allows us to define a function G from P1.k/ to P.k/ as follows. For ob-
jects .CM;N ;DM;N / of P1.k/, let G.CM;N ;DM;N / D .M;N/, and for morphisms
Q as above, let G.Q/ D Q1. By (2.3), if Q is a morphism from .CM;N ;DM;N / to
.CM 0;N 0 ;DM 0;N 0 /, then G.Q/ D Q1 is a morphism from G.CM;N ;DM;N/ D .M;N/
to G.CM 0;N 0 ;DM 0;N 0 / D .M 0; N 0/, from which it follows that G is a functor. Clearly,
G is additive.
By the construction of P1.k/, obviously G is dense. Moreover, as above, since
G is a functor, if .CM;N ;DM;N / D .CM 0;N 0 ;DM 0;N 0 /, then G.CM;N ;DM;N / D G
.CM 0;N 0 ;DM 0;N 0 /. Conversely, if .M;N/ D G.CM;N ;DM;N / D G.CM 0;N 0 ;DM 0;N 0/
D .M 0; N 0/, then there must be an invertible matrix X over k such that X  M D
M 0  X and X  N D N 0  X. If we let Q1 D X and Q2 D Q3 D 0 in (2.2), then
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(2.3) also holds, so the matrix Q so defined is invertible and a morphism from
.CM;N ;DM;N / to .CM 0;N 0 ;DM 0;N 0/. Therefore, G is faithful. Similarly, if X is any
morphism from .M;N/ to .M 0; N 0/, then setting Q1 D X and Q2 D Q3 D 0 in
(2.2) results in a morphism Q from .CM;N ;DM;N / to .CM 0;N 0 ;DM 0;N 0/ such that
G.Q/ D X, and hence G is full. 
Since a composition of representation equivalences is easily seen to be a repre-
sentation equivalence, we obtain the following test for wildness.
Corollary 2. The additive category C is wild (with respect to the field k) if there is
a full subcategory W of C and a representation equivalence F from W into P0.k/.
Throughout the remainder of the paper, we let R be a commutative ring and as-
sume that R has a non-zero maximal ideal M with the following properties:
(1) The annihilator of M in R, annR M, is contained in M.
(2) M is finitely generated, say M D .x1; : : : ; xt /.
(3) Every unit of the residue field R=M lifts to a unit of R.
(Note that we assume that R is not a field.)
For example, R might be the ring of rational integers Z or the polynomial ring
kTT U, where k is a field, or any (commutative) local, noetherian ring. One might pur-
sue a study of such rings. Indeed, notice that, if R is a ring with a non-zero maximal
ideal M satisfying properties (1)–(3), then the maximal ideal .T / C MTT U of the
polynomial ring RTT U also has these properties. On the other hand, it is not difficult
to show that the quadratic number ring ZT.1 C p−19/=2U is a PID which does not
have these properties, but that goes in the wrong direction. The goal of this paper is
to show that, even for nice PIDs, a canonical form for reachable systems is unlikely
to exist, and Z and kTT U are nice PIDs to which our results apply.
We also remark that, a sufficient condition for property (1) to hold is that M2 =D
M. For if annR M 6 M, then by maximality of M, we can write 1 D m C a for some
element m 2 M and some element a 2 annR M. Then for each element x 2 M, we
get x D mx C ax D mx 2 M2, and hence M D M2.
Given a pair of invertible n  n matrices M and N over R, each with determinant




I 0 : : : 0
0 Ix1 : : : Ixt
0 0 : : : 0
0 0 : : : 0
3
775 ; AM;N D
2
664
0 0 0 0
I 0 0 0
M I 0 0
0 N I 0
3
775 ;
where I denotes the n  n identity matrix, and 0 denotes the n  n zero matrix. Thus,
AM;N is 4n  4n, while BM;N is 4n  .t C 1/n. We can view the pair .AM;N;BM;N /
as defining a free system
R..tC1/n/
BM;N−! R.4n/ AM;N−! R.4n/:
It is routine to check that this system is reachable.
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Given a second pair of invertible n0  n0 matrices M 0 and N 0 over R, each with
determinant 1, we define a morphism from .AM;N ;BM;N/ to .AM 0;N 0 ; BM 0;N 0/ to be
matrices F, P, and Q (of the appropriate sizes) such that, in the diagram
R..tC1/n/
BM;N−! R.4n/ AM;N−! R.4n/
# P F . # Q # Q
R..tC1/n0/
BM0;N 0−! R.4n0/ AM0;N 0−! R.4n0/
the following equations hold:
Q  BM;N D BM 0;N 0  P;
Q  AM;N D AM 0;N 0  Q C BM 0;N 0  F:
(2.4)
(Note: We write our maps on the left, so multiplication is a matrix times a column
vector.) We call this the morphism .F; P;Q/. We shall write the matrices F D TFi;j U,
P D TPi;j U, and Q D TQi;j U in block form, where each block is an n0  n matrix.
We denote by k the residue field R=M. For x 2 R, we write Nx for the residue class
x C M, and if X is a matrix over R, we write NX for the matrix obtained from X by
reducing the entries modulo M. We collect some needed matrix computations in the
following proposition.
Proposition 3. With notation as above, if .F; P;Q/ is a morphism from
.AM;N;BM;N / to .AM 0;N 0 ; BM 0;N 0/; then the matrix NQ D T NQi;j U is block diagonal
with identical diagonal blocks. Moreover, NQ1;1  NM D NM 0  NQ1;1 and NQ1;1  NN DNN 0  NQ1;1.
Proof. We begin by writing the first equation in (2.4) as
2
6666664
Q1;1 Q1;2x1 : : : Q1;2xt
Q2;1 Q2;2x1 : : : Q2;2xt
Q3;1 Q3;2x1 : : : Q3;2xt










xiPiC1;2 : : :
X
xiPiC1;tC1
0 0 : : : 0




From this equation it follows that Q2;1 D P xiPiC1;1 has all of its entries in M,
that Q3;1 D Q4;1 D 0, and that Q3;2xi D Q4;2xi D 0 for i D 1; : : : ; t , from which
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it follows that each entry of Q3;2 and each entry of Q4;2 annihilates M. But by
assumption M contains its annihilator, and hence Q3;2 and Q4;2 also have all of
their entries in M. Thus, modulo M, we obtain the following information about the
matrix Q:
NQ2;1 D NQ3;1 D NQ4;1 D NQ3;2 D NQ4;2 D 0: (2.5)
Next, we write out the second equation in (2.4) as
2
6666664
Q1;2 C Q1;3  M Q1;3 C Q1;4  N Q1;4 0
Q2;2 C Q2;3  M Q2;3 C Q2;4  N Q2;4 0
Q3;2 C Q3;3  M Q3;3 C Q3;4  N Q3;4 0
















M 0  Q1;1 C Q2;1 M 0  Q1;2 C Q2;2 M 0  Q1;3 C Q2;3 M 0  Q1;4 C Q2;4




Reducing this matrix equation modulo M, we examine the matrices block by block.
The 2,4-block says that NQ1;4 D 0. Plugging this into the 3,4-block says that NQ2;4 D
0, and plugging this into the 4,4-block says that NQ3;4 D 0. Plugging these into the
2,3-, 3,3-, and 4,3-blocks yields, in turn, NQ1;3 D 0, NQ2;3 D 0, and NQ3;3 D NQ4;4.
Similarly, plugging these into the 2,2- and 3,2-blocks yields, in turn, NQ1;2 D 0 andNQ2;2 D NQ3;3. Finally, plugging these into the 2,1-block yields NQ1;1 D NQ2;2. We
summarize these conclusions as
NQ1;4 D NQ2;4 D NQ3;4 D NQ1;3 D NQ2;3 D NQ1;2 D 0;
NQ1;1 D NQ2;2 D NQ3;3 D NQ4;4:
(2.6)
Considering the 4,1-block and using (3.1), we obtain NQ4;3  NM D 0. But by as-
sumption, M is invertible, and hence NM is also, yielding NQ4;3 D 0. Combined with
(2.5) and (2.6), this shows that NQ is block diagonal, with identical diagonal blocks.
Finally, the 3,1- and 4,2-blocks then yield NQ1;1  NM D NM 0  NQ1;1 and NQ1;1  NN DNN 0  NQ1;1, respectively, completing the proof of the proposition. 
Let S0.R/ denote the category whose objects consist of systems .AM;N;BM;N /
over the ring R, for each pair of invertible matrices M and N over the ring
R, of the same size and each with determinant 1, where a morphism from
.AM;N;BM;N / to .AM 0;N 0 ; BM 0;N 0/ is a matrix triple .F; P;Q/ defined as above.
If .AM 00;N 00 ; BM 00;N 00/ is another object in the category, and .F 0; P 0;Q0/ is a mor-
phism from .AM 0;N 0 ; BM 0;N 0/ to .AM 00;N 00 ; BM 00;N 00 /, then one easily verifies that the
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composition .F 0; P 0;Q0/  .F; P;Q/ equals the morphism .F 0  Q C P 0  F; P 0 
P; Q0  Q/. Again, one easily checks that this is an additive category: the zero ob-
ject is the “empty system” .AM;N;BM;N / in which M and N are empty matrices;
the abelian group structure on morphisms is addition of triples of matrices; and
the direct sum of the systems .AM;N ;BM;N / and .AM 0;N 0 ; BM 0;N 0 / is the system
.AMM 0;NN 0 ; BMM 0;NN 0 /. From the definition of morphisms in S0.R/, clearly
S0.R/ is a full subcatagory of the category of all reachable systems over the ring R.
Moreover, from Eqs. (2.1) it is also clear that two reachable systems are isomorphic
in the category S0.R/ if and only if they are equivalent under the action of the
feedback group defined above.
There is a natural function F from objects of S0.R/ to objects of P0.k/, given by
F.AM;N ;BM;N / D . NM; NN/. By Proposition 3, we can also define the function F on
morphisms by F.F; P;Q/ D NQ1;1, where NQ1;1 is the reduction, modulo M, of the
upper-left-hand side n0  n block of the matrix Q, where n0 and n are the sizes of M 0
and M, respectively. The next step in our wildness proof is the following.
Theorem 4. The function F is a representation equivalence from the category S0.R/
to the category P0.k/.
Proof. For given system .AM;N ;BM;N/, the identity morphism is .0; I.tC1/n; I4n/,
where 0 is a zero matrix of the appropriate size, and the other two are identity
matrices. Then by definition F.0; I.tC1/n; I4n/ D In, the identity morphism of the
matrix pair . NM; NN/. Similarly, if .F; P;Q/ is a morphism from the system .AM;N ;
BM;N/ to the system .AM 0;N 0 ; BM 0;N 0/, and .F 0; P 0;Q0/ is a morphism from .AM 0;N 0;
BM 0;N 0/ to .AM 00;N 00 ; BM 00;N 00 /, then with notation as above,
F
(
.F 0; P 0;Q0/  .F; P;Q/DF(F 0  Q C P 0  F;P 0  P;Q0  Q
D.Q0  Q/1;1
DQ01;1  Q1;1
DF(F 0; P 0;Q0  F.F; P;Q/
(using the fact that NQ01;1 and NQ1;1 are block diagonal matrices). This shows that F
is a functor. That F is additive is immediate from the definition.
For conditon (1) in the definition of representation equivalence, suppose that C
is a k-matrix of determinant 1. We can factor C as a product NE1    NEm of elemen-
tary matrices (each of determinant 1). But each NEi lifts to an elementary matrix
Ei over R, so the product M D E1   Em is an invertible matrix over R such thatNM D NE1    NEm D C. That is, each k-matrix of determinant 1 lifts to an R-matrix of
determinant 1. Thus, given an object .C;D/ in the category P0.k/, we can lift the
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matrices C and D to matrices M and N over R, where F.AM;N ;BM;N / D . NM; NN/ D
.C;D/. Therefore, F is dense.
For condition (2), note that .AM;N ;BM;N / D .AM 0;N 0 ; BM 0;N 0/ implies that
F.AM;N ;BM;N / D F.AM 0;N 0 ; BM 0;N 0/, because F is a functor. For the converse
of condition (2) and for condition (3), suppose that X is a morphism from
F.AM;N ;BM;N / D . NM; NN/ to F.AM 0;N 0 ; BM 0;N 0/ D . NM 0; NN 0/. We must find a mor-
phism .F; P;Q/ from .AM;N ;BM;N / to .AM 0;N 0 ; BM 0;N 0 / such that F.F; P;Q/ D
X, where, for the converse of condition (2), .F; P;Q/ must be an isomorphism if X
is an isomorphism.
Now X is a matrix over the residue field k, such that X  NM D NM 0  X and X  NN D
NN 0  X, and where X is an isomorphism in the category P0.k/ if and only if X is an
invertible matrix. We lift X to a matrix Q1;1 over the ring R, in such a way that
Q1;1 is invertible if X is invertible. (As above, we can factor X as a product X DNE1    NEm  ND, where each NEi is elementary and ND is diagonal and invertible if X is
invertible. Also as above, each NEi lifts to an elementary matrix Ei over R, and ND lifts
to a diagonal matrix D over R, where we can take D to be invertible because of the
assumption that all units of k D R=M lift to units of R. Then Q1;1 D E1   Em  D





Q1;1 0    0







0 0    Q1;1
3
7775




Q1;1 0 Q1;3 Q1;4
0 Q1;1 Q2;3 Q2;4
0 0 M 0  Q1;1  M−1 Q3;4




where the blocks Q1;3, Q1;4, Q2;3, Q2;4, and Q3;4 are yet to be determined. Note
that the matrices P and Q will be invertible if Q1;1 is invertible (which holds if X is
invertible), and the morphism .F; P;Q/ is an isomorphism if P and Q are invertible,
so to complete the proof of the theorem we need only specify the matrix F and the
five remaining blocks of Q in such a way that Eqs. (2.4) hold.
An easy computation shows that, with P and Q as specified so far, the first equa-
tion Q  BM;N D BM 0;N 0  P in (2.4) is already satisfied.
In order that the second equation Q  AM;N D AM 0;N 0  Q C BM 0;N 0  F in (2.4)
be satisfied, the following equation must hold:
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2
666664
Q1;3  M Q1;3 C Q1;4  N Q1;4 0
Q1;1 C Q2;3  M Q2;3 C Q2;4  N Q2;4 0
M 0  Q1;1 M 0  Q1;1  M−1 C Q3;4  N Q3;4 0
















M 0  Q1;1 Q1;1 M 0  Q1;3 C Q2;3 N 0  Q1;4 C Q2;4





Since the entries of the feedback matrix F can be chosen arbitrarily from the ring
R, we can choose the blocks F1;1, F1;2, F1;3, and F1;4 in such a way that the first
row blocks of (2.7) are equal. Similarly, since the sum P xiFiC1;1 can be chosen
to be an arbitrary block with entries in the maximal ideal M, we can make the 2,1-
blocks of (2.7) equal by choosing P xiFiC1;1 D Q2;3  M , provided Q2;3 is a matrix
with entries in M. (Below we shall choose Q2;3 to satisfy this restriction.) Likewise,
we make the 2,2-blocks, the 2,3-blocks, and the 2,4-blocks of (2.7) equal by choos-
ing
P
xiFiC1;2 D Q2;3 C Q2;4  N , P xiFiC1;3 D Q2;4 − Q1;3, and P xiFiC1;4 D
−Q1;4, respectively, provided Q2;4, Q1;3, and Q1;4 are also matrices with entries in
M (which we ensure below).
The 3,1-blocks, the 4,1-blocks, and the 4,2-blocks of (2.7) are already equal. For
the 3,2-blocks to be equal, we require that Q3;4  N D Q1;1 − M 0  Q1;1  M−1 D
.Q1;1  M − M 0  Q1;1/  M−1, so we set
Q3;4 D .Q1;1  M − M 0  Q1;1/  M−1  N−1:
Note that, modulo M, we have Q1;1  M − M 0  Q1;1 D X  NM − NM 0  X D 0, by as-
sumption, so that all of the entries of Q3;4 are in M.
For the 4,3-blocks to be equal, we require that
N 0  Q2;3 DN 0  Q1;1  N−1 − M 0  Q1;1  M−1
D(N 0  Q1;1 − Q1;1  N
  N−1 C .Q1;1  M − M 0  Q1;1/  M−1:
So we set
Q2;3 D N 0−1 

.N 0  Q1;1 − Q1;1  N/  N−1
C.Q1;1  M − M 0  Q1;1/  M−1

:
As above,N 0  Q1;1 − Q1;1  N D 0 D Q1;1  M − M 0  Q1;1, by assumption, so that
all of the entries of Q2;3 are in M also.
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For the 3,3-blocks to be equal, we require that M 0  Q1;3 D Q3;4 − Q2;3 (both of
which are now determined), and so we set
Q1;3 D M 0 −1  .Q3;4 − Q2;3/;
where all of the entries of Q3;4 and Q2;3 are in M, so the same is true of Q1;3.
Finally, for the 4,4-blocks and the 3,4-blocks to be equal, we set
Q2;4 D −N 0 −1  Q3;4 and Q1;4 D −M 0 −1  Q2;4;
respectively, and we note that all of their entries are in M as well.
This completes the proof that the matrices in (2.7) are equal. So for the resulting
morphism .F; P;Q/, we have that F.F; P;Q/ D NQ1;1 D X, as required. Therefore,
F is faithful and full. 
Putting together Corollary 2 and Theorem 4 gives us our main result.
Theorem 5. If R is a commutative ring containing a non-zero maximal ideal M
such that annR M  M; M D .x1; : : : ; xt /; and every unit of R=M lifts to a unit
of R, then the category of reachable systems over R is wild with respect to the field
k D R=M. That is, any canonical form for reachable systems over R would lead
directly to a canonical form for matrix pairs in the category P0.k/ (and thence to a
canonical form for matrix pairs in the category P.k//.
We list several rings to which the theorem applies. Note that the first condition is
satisfied by any integral domain and the second by any noetherian ring; it is only the
third condition which most often forms an obstruction.
Corollary 6. The category of reachable systems over the ring of integers Z is wild
(with respect to the field Z=2Z or the field Z=3Z/.
Corollary 7. If k is a field, the category of reachable systems over the polynomial
ring kTT1; : : : ; TnU is wild (with respect to the field k).
Corollary 8. If R is a local noetherian ring (not a field) with maximal ideal M; the
category of reachable systems over the ring R is wild (with respect to the field R=M).
Remark. We conclude by remarking that, from the point of view of control theory,
the situation is perhaps not so bleak as this theorem suggests. For a reachable system
over a PID, for example, one can replace the input space by a free submodule of
rank at most 2, in such a way that the resulting system is still reachable. (For such
“reduced” systems, the input space is too small to construct the subcategory S0.R/
and hence the functor F of Theorem 4.) Indeed, this idea is exploited in [2,3] to
obtain an almost canonical form for these reduced systems, which is then used to
obtain results concerning dynamic feedback and feedback cyclization for linear sys-
tems over PIDs. For suitable classes of commutative rings (for example, polynomial
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rings kTT1; : : : ; TnU over the field k), it might be possible to restrict the input space to
small enough rank (without sacrificing reachability) in such a way that the resulting
systems possess some almost canonical form useful in applications.
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